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ABSTRACT   

Heterogeneous assemblies of molecules (Rhodamine B) adsorbed onto a nano-corrugated 

metallic surface (a percolated Au network) are investigated using electron energy loss 

spectroscopy in the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM-EELS). Our first 

measurements target the native metallic substrate, which consists of a commercial Au thin film 

atop an ultrathin carbon membrane. The Au film displays a percolated morphology with 

nanostructures of estimated thickness ≤ 10nm approximately. We observe a rich plasmonic 

response from the metallic substrate; one which varies nanometrically and spans the VIS-

terahertz region. Multiple localized fields are detected at individual nanometric integrated areas, 

while an analysis of their spatial distribution reveal that for each integrated energy range (50meV 

integration window) resonances are simultaneously supported at different locations within the 

film. We record subsequent EEL spectrum images of the hybrid molecular-metallic construct 

after deposition of Rhodamine B molecules onto the substrate, where plasmons, molecular 

vibrations and electronic excitations might all be simultaneously detected. A comparison of 

average signals for both systems is performed and spectral variations within the three spectral 

regions where molecular signatures may be observed are discussed. Our measurements and their 

analysis, if applied to the same location before and after molecular deposition, may be used to 

rationalize optical microscopic and spectroscopic measurements that take advantage of the 

interplay between molecules and plasmons.  
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Introduction 

Hybrid molecular-metallic constructs have found applications in fields as diverse as photo-

catalysis, chemical/biological/medical detection and imaging, as well as photovoltaics, to name a 

few.
1-4

 Beyond a handful of proof-of-principle demonstrations, where precise nano-architectures 

are constructed and addressed in correlated microscopic and/or spectroscopic measurements, 

heterogeneity (spatial and hence spectral) in both the molecular and metallic domains is the rule 

rather than the exception. In the field of plasmon-enhanced optical microscopy and spectroscopy, 

heterogeneous metallic surfaces (electrodes) rather than precisely controlled nanostructured 

templates were behind the first observations of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). 

Roughened metallic surfaces are thought to sustain a rich variety of plasmonic properties, which 

can complicate the interpretation of optical signals emanating from metals or the typically ill-

defined distributions of molecules in their immediate vicinity,
5
 as well as molecule-metal 

interactions.
6, 7

 Although optical approaches may effectively be used to fingerprint single 

molecules, e.g. via SERS,
2, 8

 it has been indeed recognized that signals collected from a relative 

large diffraction-limited area are dominated by the response of a few molecules located at 

plasmonic hot-spots
9
 (specific sites on the plasmonic substrate that are optimally excited with the 

incident laser beam used for Raman microscopy and spectroscopy). In random metallic thin 

films, the resulting hot-spots can produce especially large enhancement factors, which have been 

used for single molecule detection in a number of works.
10, 11

 The limited spatial resolution 

available in optical measurements when resolving the structural details of samples coupled with 

the limited spectral range (e.g. a finite set of laser lines used in any particular optical 
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measurement) together necessitate a different approach to characterizing more precisely 

molecular distributions near roughened metals (i.e. realistic constructs). 

Beyond the near-UV-Visible-near-IR spectral region, where most plasmon-enhanced optical 

spectroscopies based on silver and gold nanostructures are focused, recent advances in 

nanophotonics
12

 motivate the identification and characterization of novel constructs that support 

local electric fields in the teraherz regime.
13

 Infrared plasmons are encountered in 

semiconducting materials with plasma energies that can be tuned by doping,
14

 and in low-

dimensional materials like graphene,
15

 where the plasmon can be also tuned to mid-infrared and 

terahertz. Other approaches are based on the creation of a linear array of subwavelength grooves 

supporting tightly confined spoof plasmons
16

 or on the design of plasmonic meta-surfaces for 

subwavelength guiding of THz surface waves.
17

 One of the main motivations behind terahertz 

plasmonics and terahertz local fields has to do with the fact that non-ionizing radiation in this 

regime can travel through opaque materials with minimal damage, which is ideal for biological 

and biomedical applications. Also, it has been recently demonstrated that when there is a spectral 

overlap between the molecules absorbance and the localized surface plasmon resonances 

(LSPRs), plasmonic-molecular resonance coupling may occur,
18, 19

 ultimately enabling LSPR-

based small molecule detection. The latter is due to the fact that the effectiveness of plasmonic 

nanosensors for detecting the refractive index of analytes will depend of their molecular 

weight.
20

 Nonetheless, despite these promising properties, terahertz local fields are somewhat 

elusive, in part because of the challenges involved in characterizing constructs in this spectral 

range with the relevant nanometer spatial resolution.  

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) allows us to investigate the plasmonic fields of metal 

nanostructures in a broad range of energies and to perform a direct correlation with atomic scale 
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images of the area. By combining electron source monochromation and iterative Richardson-

Lucy deconvolution, the detection of localized surface Plasmon resonances (LSPRs) at energies 

as low as 330meV has been demonstrated in studies of the optical response of silver squares (up 

to 1μm in size).
21

 These numerical deconvolution methods require large signal-to-noise ratios in 

the raw data to avoid numerical processing artefacts; these are rarely achievable when working 

with beam sensitive materials, such as in molecules-containing systems, thus precluding in most 

cases the application of deconvolution algorithms in metal-molecular constructs. Making use of a 

new monochromator design which provides incident beam energies down to the 10meV range
22

 

(to optimize signal-to-noise, the beam energy as evaluated from the zero-loss-peak full-width at 

half-maximum in this work was 22meV), directly detecting plasmons and mapping the resulting 

fields down to the mid-IR and THz regime is in principle possible. Besides the plasmonic 

signals, EELS can simultaneously detect vibrational states of the molecules which also lie in the 

THz spectral region (<110 THz). Altogether this provides a unique opportunity not only to 

characterize a substrate sustaining THz Plasmons but also the effect of plasmonic fields lying 

within the energy values of the vibrational states of molecules.  

Here we measure nanometrically varying surface plasmon modes and local electric fields on a 

commercial Au plasmonic substrate providing a quasi-continuous generation of enhanced fields 

covering the <70meV-2.5eV energy range. We investigate a common configuration used for 

molecular sensing consisting of random arrangements of Au elongated networks on a thin carbon 

film. We then drop cast a solution of Rhodamine B molecules, which forms droplets of about 50-

250nm in diameter. We observe rapid spatial changes, at the nm scale, of the resonant signals 

and compare normalized signals recorded from relatively large (fields-of-view up to 150nm x 
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150nm) areas between the Au templates with Rhodamine B and the plain templates to examine 

any evidence of interplay between the molecules and the plasmonic metal in our construct.  

 

Results  

Figure 1(a) shows a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF, often referred to as Z-contrast due to 

the intensity’s ~Z
1.7

 dependence on the atomic number Z of the object) image of a commercial 

substrate consisting of a thin Au deposit on a carbon membrane, with a nominal effective 

thickness of 2-3nm, displaying de-wetting to a final percolated Au film morphology of nominal 

feature size of 5±1 nm (Substratek™, Ted Pella, Inc). Samples were heated to a steady 

temperature of 65
o
C for 24 hours prior to their investigation by EELS to minimize hydrocarbon-

based contamination build-up. The experimentally-estimated thickness of the observed films by 

EELS (see methods section for details) was ~11nm for the underlying carbon films, whereas the 

Au nanostructures were ≤ 10 nm in thickness in the areas observed in this work. While this 

measure value is slightly higher than the quoted nominal thickness of the film, the discrepancy 

could simply be due to natural variability across the grid (only a relatively small portion of which 

was observed), in addition to the intrinsic uncertainty in the EELS thickness measurement. The 

mild heating treatment described above is unlikely to have resulted in any significant coarsening 

of the Au nanostructure, however. Figure 1 (b) shows averaged, background-subtracted (using a 

simple power-law function model) EEL spectra selected from a spectrum image consisting on 

100x100 individual spectra collected over the field of view of 800nm in lateral size shown in (a). 

The signals in (b) are the result of averaging 4 individual spectra over the 16nmx16nm areas 

indicated with numbers 1 through 18 in (a) and normalized by the total number of counts in the 
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corresponding raw spectra for each region. Due to the intrinsic noisy nature of the signal in this 

energy range, a gentle smoothing was applied to the spectra (Savitzky-Golay filter overlaid on 

top of the unprocessed data in lighter colors). A large number of localized electric fields were 

resolved for energies below the main surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of Au (at about 2.1eV 

in average) down to well below 70meV, vide infra. For each integrated area (with 16nm x 16nm 

dimensions in this case), different plasmon resonances are simultaneously detected with energies 

spanning over the whole detection range described above. The spatial distributions of some of 

these resonances, for different energy ranges indicated in the images and with a spectral 

integration width of 50meV (12 THz approx.), are shown in Figure 1 (c). Overall, the spatial 

distribution of the localized fields appears random; with fields contained within the integrated 

energy ranges lighting up at different locations within our 800nm field of view for each energy 

window mapped. To illustrate this disparity in the distribution of local fields, an average of the 

100x100 spectra in the spectrum image acquired in the region in (a) is shown in (d). The 

spectrum shows the measured energy loss signal in the entire energy range with a broad peak 

with maximum signal around the surface plasmon resonance of Au (~2.1eV) and increasing 

signals at lower energies. The range of plasmonic signals localized within the percolated Au 

network may expand over a broader energy range including many lower energy features for 

which resonances would be hidden within the tail of the zero-loss peak (ZLP).  

Figure 2 shows the raw spectrum and background-subtracted signal for region 1 in Figure 1. As 

indicated by an arrow, a well-resolved resonance at 70meV (17 THz) is directly detected in the 

averaged spectrum. In order to provide an acceptable compromise between signal-to-noise and 

acquisition time (with the experiments involving molecular deposits in mind, in particular), the 

beam monochromator was adjusted to a ~22meV resolution, as measured by the full-width at 
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half-maximum (FWHM) of the ZLP through the carbon membrane (the effective resolution, in 

vacuum, would have been below this value, likely ~18meV). Although a higher energy 

resolution (resolutions of 12-14meV have been demonstrated on this instrument)
6, 23

 would most 

likely enable the observation of lower energy local electric fields, our measurements represent a 

direct detection of a broad range of frequencies from ≤17 THz to up to 532THz (0.07-2.2 eV).  

Rhodamine B molecules were deposited on fresh substrates from the same commercial batch 

(and therefore assumed to be entirely comparable) and submitted to the same heating procedure 

prior to their observation by STEM-EELS. Figure 3 (a)-(c) show HAADF (a) and medium angle 

annular dark field (MAADF), (b) and (c), images of 100-250nm droplets of Rhodamine B 

formed upon drop-casting of a 1mM solution of Rhodamine B in methanol dried on the surface 

of the Au nanostructured film. The contours of the circular molecular deposits were more readily 

visible using the narrower angular detector range of the MAADF images as compared to the pure 

Z-contrast of HAADF images. From our intensity profiles (not shown), this could be due to both: 

higher relative intensity of the molecular deposits in the MAADF images together with lower 

contrast observed between the intensity arising from the Au film and from the C substrate (for 

the overlaid molecular layer the latter translates into a lower contrast background). We note that 

the nonlinearity in the signal scaling with atomic number for MAADF images and an increase in 

signal intensity compared to Z-contrast images have both been demonstrated for single and 

double layers of graphene and boron nitride.
24

 The image in (d) is a HAADF image taken 

simultaneously with a spectrum image comprising 80 x 80 pixels over a 150nm field-of-view. 

The spectra shown immediately underneath this ‘survey’ image were extracted and averaged 

from the areas indicated by labels 1-10 in the image and with dimensions 9.4 nm x 9.4 nm. The 

signals shown are averaged over 5x5 EELS spectra and normalized to the total counts of the raw 
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EELS data in each integrated area. As shown in the spectra, the signals of the plasmon 

resonances are strongly damped once the molecules cover the surface: indeed, assuming the 

substrates are entirely comparable between the two experiments (with and without molecular 

deposits), the same rich and varied distribution of THz-level resonances would have been 

expected here. Instead, a modulation of the spectra is evident with individual resonances 

appearing broader than in the plain substrate in Figure 1 (b). Importantly, two peaks, consistent 

with the two broad vibrational bands for Rhodamine B as measured by EELS
25

 are observed in 

all spectra. Namely, a large vibrational band between 100-200 meV and a second band in the 

350-450meV energy region are detected. The energy region located between the two vibrational 

bands, which typically should not show any vibrational signal, as well as the signal across the 

vibrational bands themselves, present large variability. 

In order to identify general spectral features characteristic of the plain ultra-thin Au (denoted 

UTAu thereafter) and of UTAu films with molecules, average normalized spectra collected from 

relatively broad square areas (of 150 nm lateral size approx.) were compared, see Figure 4(a). As 

already mentioned for the average spectrum from the UTAu film in Figure 1 (d), both average 

spectra in Figure 4 display broad resonances with a maximum energy value lying around the 

main surface-plasmon energy of gold. For the sample with Rhodamine B molecules (RhB) at the 

surface (denoted RhB:UTAu thereafter), the increase in overall sample thickness due to the 

presence of the molecular deposit, results in largersignals arising from higher energy inelastic 

scattering and interband transitions (broad distribution peaked at a higher energy, not within the 

displayed energy window but whose increase is clearly seen here for ≥ 2.5eV). A main 

difference within the 100-200meV energy range is a clear increase in the energy loss for the case 

of RhB:UTAu sample. This was expected, as most vibrational states for RhB fall within this 
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energy range. Interestingly, the plain UTAu substrates still display a clear feature at these same 

energies. The narrower shoulder around the 350-450meV energy range registered only for the 

RhB:UTAu samples correspond to a second set of vibrational states of the molecules. A relative 

decrease in the energy loss within 0.5-1.5eV for the RhB:UTAu sample (as compared to the 

plain gold substrate) can be explained by the damping of the LSPRs due to the increase in 

refractive index at the metal surface by the molecular layer. We note that if the energy loss didn’t 

increase due to thickness effects mentioned above, this relative decrease of all signals arise from 

the local electric fields would also undergo for the 1.5-2.5eV energies.  

Figures 4 (b) - (d) show vibrational bands, (b) and (c) averaged over a 90nmx95nm region, as 

well as the main surface plasmon of Au, (d) averaged over 78nm x 170nm. The spectra were 

background-subtracted using a power-law model – in order to better isolate the various spectral 

contributions from the ZLP tail. Blue dots and red squares overlaid the spectra in (b) and (c) 

indicate the energy positions of experimentally detected IR-active and Raman-active main 

resonances, respectively.
25

 As shown in (b), the fine structure superposed on the broadband 

signal is consistent with main optical resonances. Additional features are also observed that 

cannot be assigned at present. The blue arrows in the spectra indicate the strongest IR-active 

mode for Rhodamine B within the two vibrational bands. For the lowest vibrational band in (b), 

this value together with the superimposed Raman-active and IR-active modes at a slightly higher 

energy is consistent with the maximum number of counts measured by EELS. For the higher 

vibrational band in (c), we note that Rhodamine B only has IR-active modes and its strongest 

mode corresponds to the maximum value for EELS as well. Interestingly, as compared to 

measurements of the same molecule in carbon and silicon substrates,
25

 the fine structure, and 

most importantly the maxima positions for both bands, in the present measurements appears 
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somehow better defined on this substrate. This is, however, a preliminary observation that would 

require future confirmation. In addition, the average EELS signal was also isolated following a 

similar procedure for the case of the 1.2-3.2eV energy range, where both the surface Plasmon of 

Au and the excited electronic states of Rhodamine B lie (two emission peaks within 2.1-2.3eV 

energy range)
26

. 

Figure 4 (d) compares this energy region for a bare UTAu sample and for the RhB molecules 

on the UTAu surface. Besides a broad plasmon resonance centered at about 2.1eV, 

corresponding to the main surface plasmon of Au, another plasmon resonance is observed in 

both sets of measurements, indicated by arrows in Figure 4(d). As data was collected during 

different microscope sessions and is displayed without any processing, we thus identify these 

features as intrinsic (plasmonic features) to the UTAu substrate (see the experimental section for 

details on gain correction and correlated noise minimization). We note that, on average, the 

deposition of molecules does not result in any observable shift of the main surface plasmon 

maximum, even though the spectra from smaller integrated areas presents some variability. To 

illustrate this, Figure 4 (e) show plasmon peak maps for energy loss integration windows 1.91-

2.01eV and for 2.13-2.23eV. The spectra in (e) are plotted using the same intensity scale and 

have not been normalized to account for inhomogenieties on the molecular coverage due to high 

nose levels on thicker areas. Despite this fact, the maps show enlarge signals along the particle 

surface with local maxima that varies for different locations and energy ranges. Two arrows on 

the bottom spectrum indicate additional features observed only in the average spectrum from the 

molecular deposited-sample. The spectrum of the RhB:UTAu sample is nosier than that of the 

bare percolated film, as the exposure time was kept short to minimize any damage to the 

molecules. Assigning these two features as meaningful signal is thus not completely 
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unambiguous, but they do lie at energy values for which excited electronic states of Rhodamine 

B on carbon substrates have been measured
25

 and the observed peaks are marginally above the 

noise level (on-par with the plasmonic feature identified at 1.7eV, for instance).  

Vibrational signals and low loss energy signals in EEL experiments can arise from a number of 

sources. Relativistic effects such as Čerenkov and guided light modes27-29
 in particular are 

always a concern as they can make the interpretation of the low loss signal challenging if not 

properly considered. Due to the metallic nature of the samples, we do not expect Čerenkov 

radiation influencing the present measurements. Nevertheless, we note for completeness that the 

critical refractive index for Čerenkov emission for an incident electron energy of 60kV would be 

roughly n=2.
30

 While the refractive index for Au is very low for higher energies (0.92 for 

1.937μm corresponding to 640meV)31
, it increases in the THz regimes and for 60THz its 

experimental values is above the critical value for Čerenkov emission (n between 2.5 and 3 

measured for a 75nm thin Au film)
32

. For the case of carbon, the refractive index for 70meV is 

around n=3.0.
33

 Regarding vibrational signals arising from sources other than the Rhodamine B 

molecules of interest, we note first that an advantage of the application of metallic templates to 

the study of the molecules and of any possible effect from metal-molecules interactions is that it 

avoids the use of nanoparticles, which often include capping agents that will impact the 

measured EELS signal if the capping agent is not carefully removed.
25

  On the other hand, 

amorphous carbon from the support might contribute to the overall vibrational signal detected 

with a broad peak within the wavelength range of 1200 – 1600 cm
-1

 (roughly 136-200eV).
34

 In 

other EELS work, a broad excitation centered at approximately 150meV was attributed to the 

contribution of both the excited modes of amorphous carbon and the coating layer of a MgO 

nanostructure.
35

 Although the latter is a contribution that is most likely present here, and might 
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indeed contribute to the signal peaking up at around 155meV in the average spectrum for the 

plain UTAu substrate in Figure 4(a), it is unlikely to mask or influence the narrow low-energy 

signals changing for each integration area in Figure 1(b). We note also the large differences in 

the spectra in Figure 3 (d) for the samples with molecules deposited as compare to the plain 

substrate: clearly, the vibrational signal from Rhodamine B dominates the low loss here, while a 

slight modulation that changes from area to area is still observed. 

The remarkable optical properties of random thin metallic films, as those investigated here, 

ultimately displaying hot spots with large enhancement factors for optical spectroscopy and 

microscopy, are believed to arise from complex hybridization between LSPRs. In order to 

understand these complex processes different optical techniques have been applied. Using 

nonlinear excitation spectroscopy of single hot spots, the spectral characteristics of the plasmon 

modes in silver films with different surface coverages and morphologies were investigated.
36, 37

 

Plasmon resonances located at the hot spots were observed to change from a single broad peak 

for low coverages (dispersion of isolated nanoparticles) to narrow multi-peaked resonances in 

high coverages (network morphology similar to that studied in the present work). In these 

experiments, 
36, 37

  performed using silver thin films, a single hot spot would then support 

multiple narrow plasmons spanning across the investigated energy range (1.3-1.8 eV). As shown 

in Figure 1, our observations also point to a similar behavior for the case of Au where a number 

of resonances are detected at each point of the sample. We note that this is still the case in 

measurements integrated over smaller areas using dispersions of 5meV/channel instead (not 

shown). Crucially, carrying out these experiments using STEM-EELS means that the data span a 

much broader energy range and as a result we are able to observe that the substrates support 

resonances at energies as low as 70THz. In related work, nanostructured Au films with similar 
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morphologies to our substrates were investigated by aberration-corrected photoemission electron 

microscopy (PEEM).
38

 By changing the excitation energy, LSPRs were mapped in different 

locations of the substrate. In our experiments and thanks to the broad-band nature of EELS 

measurements we have map different localized electric fields across the entire energy range, 

showing resonant signals in different locations of the observation area simultaneously. This 

capability together with the ability of detecting all possible resonances at each individual spot 

provides the opportunity of performing correlative analysis of the different resonances across the 

energy range.
39

  

Regarding possible plasmon-molecules interaction and in particular the effect of the molecules 

on the surface plasmon, it is interesting to observe that no obvious shift in the main plasmon 

energy is observed between the spatially averaged measurement of the surface plasmon of gold 

in the plain substrate and that of the substrate with Rhodamine B molecules shown in Figure 4 

(d). An initial conclusion would thus be that on average the molecules do not seem to affect the 

metal, certainly at larger length scales. Spectra integrated over much smaller regions (16nm 

lateral size in Figure 1 for the plain UTAu films and 7.5nm in Figure 4 (e) for the RhB:UTAu 

sample) indicate, however, local shifts of the plasmon, an effect that would warrant further 

investigation on its own. Elucidating a possible effect of the molecules on the plasmons at 

nanometric locations along the film would thus require a comparison before and after molecular 

deposition in the same exact location. For the case of the vibrational states of the molecules, we 

note that additional peaks are observed in the vibrational spectrum in Figure 1(b) which cannot 

be rigorously assigned to any IR or Raman-active modes. Elucidating these effect would require 

of a systematic investigation where, ideally, the same area in the substrate would be mapped by 

STEM-EELS before and after molecular deposition.  
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Conclusions 

Using monochromated EELS we investigate the plasmonic properties of heterogeneous 

randomly oriented thin Au films, displaying a percolated morphology. Our observations show a 

complex scenario with localized electric fields detected over a broad range of frequencies from 

≤17THz up to 532 THz (0.07-2.2 eV). For each nanometric integrated area, different plasmons 

are excited over the explored energy range. Also, our maps performed in large (800nm of side) 

areas demonstrate that different locations simultaneously support plasmons within the same 

energy range (50eV width was used). Rhodamine B molecules were subsequently deposited and 

the hybridized molecules-metals samples investigated by EELS. The vibrational spectra of the 

molecules and damping of the plasmonic modes was observed at each position in the sample. 

Variability in the spectra and, in particular, in the vibrational bands of the molecule is discussed. 

A future empirical approach has been devised in order to elucidate the origin of the spectral 

variations, especially with the goal of investigating possible molecules-plasmon interactions, 

where a specific area of the substrate would be defined and carefully characterized in the 

microscope prior to further observation of the exact same location after deposition of the 

molecular system. 

 

 

Experimental 
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The Rhodamine B samples were prepared by drop-casting a solution of Rhodamine B 

molecules in methanol (1 mM) on the Au substrates (Substratek
TM

, TedPella).  

EELS measurements were performed using a Nion UltraSTEM 100MC “Hermes” with Nion 

Quadrupole-Octupole (QO) aberration corrector and a monochromated electron source. All EEL 

spectra were acquired at an accelerating voltage of 60kV. Collection and convergence angles for 

EELS were alpha=31mrad and beta=44mrad. Probe size for those settings at 60kV is close to 

0.9A. The energy dispersion and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the zero loss (ZL) peak 

for each dataset is specified in the figures captions. All EEL spectrum images (SI) from 

molecules were acquired using a blank survey image, thus the only exposure was during data 

acquisition. No subpixel scanning was used. 

The spectrometer was equipped with a Gatan Enfinium ERS camera. Dark references were 

automatically acquired after data collection. Besides acquitting gain references for gain 

correction, binning (over 130 channels) was used and the spectra were let to shift in energy 

position during acquisition (for the data in Figure 4(d) for instance a shift above 80meV 

corresponding to >40 channels was observed). Averaging over a number of spectra (specified for 

each graph in the figure captions), would thus aid supressing residual correlated noise.
40

 

The thickness of the carbon film was estimated by collecting EEL spectra from regions free of 

Au nanostructures and following the log ration technique.
41

 The relative thickness ranged 

between t = 0.14λ – 0.18λ, where λ is the inelastic mean free path of the electrons in the material. 

This yields absolute thickness values of 10-11 nm. For of the regions containing the percolated 

Au nanostructures, no direct measurement of the free-standing Au was possible, thus for the 

relative thickness values of different Au-C regions, namely 0.31λ-0.42λ, λ would correspond to 

an effective mean free path of the combined Au-C stack. If the combined sample were entirely 
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made of Au then this relative thickness would be correspond to a stack 10-12nm thick. In the 

other extreme, if the percolated film were made of carbon (itself sitting on top of a 10-11nm 

carbon support, from the layer), then the estimated thickness of the percolated film would be 10-

15nm. We note that, due to the large difference in atomic number, λ will be mainly influence by 

the presence of Au. As a result, and even though both thickness estimates above are 

overestimating the Au film thickness, these measurements indicate that thickness of Au in this 

sample would most likely be just t ≤ 10nm.  
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: (a) Z-contrast image of the percolated Au film over a field-of-view area of 800nm of 

size. The scale bar indicates 200nm. This image was used as a spectral image (SI) survey for 

subsequent EELS SI acquisition. (b) Spectra from areas in (a) indicated as 1 through 18. A 

Savitzky-Golay filter with 35 points of window and using a 4th order polynomial has been used 

to smooth the data; thicker lines show the resulting spectra overlaid on top of the unprocessed 
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data in lighter colors. Raw EELS SI consisted of 100x100 pixels. No subpixel scanning was 

performed. The integrated areas of the averaged spectra had dimensions of 16nmx16nm, 

consisting of 2x2 pixels. The dispersion value is 2meV/pixel and the exposure time per spectrum 

is 28 miliseconds. (c) Integrated signal maps in the energy regions indicated in (a). (d) Spectrum 

averaged over all the EELS spectra in the spectral image (10000 spectra) before and after power 

law background subtraction. FWHM of the ZL peak is 22 meV through Au:carbon areas. 

 

 

Figure 2: Spectrum in area 1 in Figure 1 displaying plasmonic signals ≤ 70 meV 

corresponding to 17 THz.  
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Figure 3: (a) HAADF  and (b)-(c) MAADF (middle and bottom) images of nanometric droplets 

of Rhodamine B molecules. A 1 mM solution of Rhodamine B in methanol was drop casted onto 

the metallic substrate;drops less than 250nm in diameter are observable. (d) 80 x 80 pixels 

HAADF image with 1.9nm pixel size recorded simultaneously to a spectral image with the same 

dimensions. Spectra below are averaged over 5x5 pixels regions of 9.4nm side indicated in the 

image. The dispersion was set to 2meV/channel at an exposure time of 0.1s with no-subpixel 

scanning. The area was not exposed to the electron beam prior data collection – the choice of 
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spectral image was made with the beam blanked and the observation is made through a droplet of 

molecules. FWHM of the ZL peak is 34 meV through RhB:Au:Carbon areas. 

 

 

Figure 4: (a) Normalized background subtracted EELS spectra averaged over similar areas of 

150 nm x 150 nm (for the RhB:UTAu sample) and 149 nm x 149 nm (UTAu sample). The 

spectra were normalized to the total counts including the ZLP in the raw average spectra. The 

dispersion is set to 2meV/channel and no subpixel scanning was used for all acquisitions. For the 

UTAu sample, the pixel size was 1.7 nm, whereas the FWHM of ZL peak was 34 meV, and the 

exposure time was 0.058 seconds. For the Rhodamine B-containing sample, the pixel size was 

1.9nm, FWHM of ZL peak was 22meV and the exposure time was 0.1 seconds. (b) and (c) 

Isolated average vibrational bands after background subtraction using two windows and a 2
nd
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polynomial background fitting. Spectra were averaged over 90nm x 95 nm region (18x19 pixels); 

exposure time was 0.5 seconds and dispersion 0.5 meV/channel. (d) Isolated surface plasmon 

using the same background subtraction procedure as for (b) and (c) from an area of 

78nmx170nm size using a exposure time of 0.058 seconds (UTAu sample) and 150nmx150nm 

using exposure time of 0.1 seconds (RhB:UTAu sample). Dispersion was 2meV/channel. (e) 

Plasmon peak maps for energy ranges indicated (100meV energy window used). Same intensity 

scale used for both maps. Scale bar on the simultaneously acquired HAADF image was 50nm. 

Exposure time of 0.1 seconds and dispersion of 2meV/channel was used.  
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